
Smart Waste Management
System



Smart City
Applications
The urban population in

Cyprus is expected to grow

8.2% by the year 2030.

The rapid increase in the

number of people residing in

the urban areas is going to

amplify the problems

the residents are already

facing.

One great challenge for the

cities is solid waste

management.  The increasing

generation of

waste is causing an even

increasing burden for the

cities; management costs are

on the rise, along with their

burden on the municipal

budget.



Smart Waste
Management
System

Problem

Our Solution
The hardware is placed inside the bin,

measuring its fill level and transmitting

the information wirelessly to the

management platform which is analysed

by the collection manager.  

The data is updated in real time,

allowing them to react according to

the waste volume, alerts generated by

fires, floods or vandalisms.

The largest problematic component

of waste collection is the

predetermined routes.  The fill level

of the containers is unknown by the

workers beforehand and, as a result,

they either end up collecting

overflowing bins or less-than-50%-

full ones.  This shows that resources

are not used efficiently.

As a result there are higher fuel

consumption, more work hours and

higher maintenance cost than it is

necessary.  These cause traffic

congestion and environmental

pollution.
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Control and monitor your

equipment.  The data is

collected every 5 seconds.

Instantly know all the data

of your service

How does the
System work?

Database setup

The platform stores the

gathered data.  The end user

is able to exploit the data the

a simple and intuitive

interface

The System

Data Analysis

History data, risk

identification, trend

extraction in order to analyse

and improve the service

quality.

Remote management of

each asset

Management of each device

for adapting to the

monitored environment

Fast & flexible decision making

Real time monitoring and data

collection from each bin by the

autonomous sensors



What do you
earn?

Collection companies

The citizens will be able to enjoy a

more efficient management of their

waste at a lower cost and a clearer

environment.

After implementing the system, there

has been observed a 60% reduced

collection cost.  The collection

service rounds had been reduced by

66%, and as a result the collection

vehicles spent less time on the streets

causing less traffic, consumed less fuel

and

generated less noise - all while

maintaining and improving the quality of

service.

Citizens

MAHATMA

GANDH I

‘’Cleanliness is

next to

Godliness ‘’



Our Smart City Solutions

Smart Waste

Management System

Smart Lighting

Management System

Environmental Sensors

Smart Parking

Management System

Contact us:

sales@inntenet.com

+357 22013796

https://inntenet.com/


